From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Christian Fortini
Thursday, March 04, 1999 2:27 PM
Bilt Gates
John Shewchuk (Exchange); Michael Toutonghi; Eric Rudder; Paul Gross (Exchange); David
Vaskevitch; Paul Merits; Anders Hejlsberg (Exchange); David Cole; Chris Jones; Jim AIIchin
(Exchange); Yuval Neeman (Exchange); Victor Stone (Exchange); David Stutz; Oshoma Momoh;
Jean Paoli
Subject: Re: Our presentation strategy
Thanks for the clarification, I guess I owe you a complete and detailed plan of how I think we should push Trident and
related presentahon technologies further m the next 2 years. I will arrange a tLme with you to make this presentation as soon
as possible.
In the meantime, I’d like lo first outline this plan quickly below and then address your points, tIere are, in a nutshell, the
duo;r.ions that this plan focuses on so farl
- Move our API and component model 1o COM÷. IJes~de being the componont technology that the company is betting on,
there are a few other good reasons for doing this~ ~t is necessary for VS7 (VB m particular) to target our API~ it will allow to
write "binary" (C++), safe, yet untrusted components for the client, something impossible today; and provadmg that other
areas of the ,system will also be exposed using COM+, it will ensure much more consi~ency between these and the
presentation API We would like to do this while mamtammg backward enmpatihility with current Web content, at least at
the script level. This means that every Internet page out there would suddenly find itself running on COM+. Beside creating
huge immediate adoption, this would also allow us to move our current DHTML clients and the rest of the Interact forward
w~th m~nurial hurdle for the developer For other languages such as VB and VC, we would modify the APIs to be optimal
for these languages and to comply w~th the COM+ reqmrements such as the Common Language Subset for example.
- Integrate Presentation with XSP ~nd XSL We want to make it totally natural to use XSP and XSL w~th the IE!Tndent
presentation platform. This includes a variety of things ranging from sharin8 the same user / session state saving model to
integrating XSL as our primary data-bindin8 - o~ ~ather "building UI from data" - mechanism. Applicahoas hke NetDocs,
the Plahnum Mail Chent or the Neptune Shell for example show that hawng powerful, declarattve mecham~ms to budd
arbitrary UI (aka, "views") from heterogeneous data structures is essential to building modem applications. They all use a
variation of the XSL language for this and have all run into all sorts of bmitations. We need to address those.
- Improve layout~ display, printing, multi-media support. Modem apphcations have very stringent needs in the areas of
layout and dtsplay, as welt as multanedia. We have made good progress in this area in IES, notably with much faster
layout, more complete positioning system, many typographic advances thanks to Line Services, vector graphic support
(VML) and so on. However, we still suck m many other areas, our printing and print preview support is lame or
mex~stent, our display refresh speed ~s still too low to build complex animations, text layout is stitl missies many features, we
do not support modern &splay effects like alpha-blending or zooming, our muin-med~a effects (filters, transltaons, etc.) are
hm~ted, we do not have a well defined notion of time in the produeL video does not integrate well w~th the rest of the
presentation, etc We need to fix these thhags. Major drivers m that areas are applications like Netdo~ for text layout and
printing, the Neptune Shell and consumer applications like Publisher, Pandora, ete
- Plug defideneles in our model. The goal here ~s to enhance our platform untd it is possible to write real produetwity
applications on it that can work on private dale and do data analysis, editing, etc. As you say, this means rich UI, We have
made some progress in IE5 with support for data transfer, drag and drop, mouse capttu-e, view state persistence, etc.
However, the ultimate incarnation of this platform should be a powerful, full featured client runtunc including COM+,
Trident, an appheation model, storage and data access, on which it should be possible to write Money, Premiere, Auto~ad or
Excel. We need to build in powerful "controls" or UI w~dgets and create a framework for developers to build theh own+ We
need integrate drawing services, selectton servmes, richer data transfer support, better mpul support, ere I am also leaking at
the LOB applications that we tbIlow closely (Merryll Linch, Pr-dential for example) as well as at the Neptune Shell and
NetDoes to grade us m the raght direction here.
- Improve out" editing infrastructure. NetI)oes and Tools (VS7 and Aocess) are the drivers in that area. Our goal here ~s not
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to provide a finished editing surface and UI, but rather a set of powerful underlying services to allow other groups - or
external ISVs - to write one We have made good progress in IE5 by formalizing low level access to the Element Tree and
extracting the a~tual Editing Services out of Core Trident. Groups like VID and NetDccs have build reasonably powerfutl
editors on top of Trident. There is much more to do though. The laundry list of features that these groups need is pretty long !
- Continue to embrace standa~s when it helI~ us. Most customers outside of Microsoft routanely ask us for more standard
support, The press always makes a big deal of it and our marketln~ goup is pushing us m that direction. There are a t’ew
holes m oar support ofHTML 4 and CSS 1 that we may have to address to conllnne winning the reviews In addlt~on, if
Gecko successfully delivers on its prorms¢ of 100°,6 standard supporl and gets momenlmn around that message, this may
push us to embrace more of CSS 2, DOM and other standards,
Now, regarding the points you are making below:
Standards
I am not sure I complete~ understand how the l¥ident APt ,s devatmng Windows. I may be mi~s, ng some ~mportant data
point here However, we have the best implementation of a browser on the market and we have the richest and fasler client
platform for the Interact. Gwen that it runs best on Windows and in/’act is integrated into Windows in many ways (besides
being deeply integrated into the Windows UI itself, IE is also a se~ of generic components that other Windows applications
can use) it seems l~ke this is actually adding value to Windows.
There are many areas in Tridenl mad the IE platform as a whole that are not dzselosed as open standards, and are actually very
much proprietary. In fact, as far as the object model is concerned, the only "standardized" piece is the W3C DOM, which
basically dezcfibes the Element Tree and defines about 30 methods and pmperttes to manipulate it Thts is a very small
subset of our object model. Everything else ~s not part of any standard, including the part we share with Netscape Some
examples of proprietary APIs are our extenstons to the W3C DOM, our style and styie sheet object model which defines a
pragrammatac API to CSS, the DIdTM1, Behavior component model whxeh allows developers to create reusable components
for DH’fML pages, Dynamic Properties (essea~ually expresstons m properties), Data-Binding, the Markup Services
interfaces on which NetDocs and our Editing component for Outlook, Access and VID are built, and many many other pieces
itke Act,veX controls hosting, etc.
For the parts of Trident that are actual or proposed standards like HTML 4, CSS level 1~ VML and the DOM, we have the
best implementation on the market and cloning it is next to impossible. Even Netscape is struggling at tt now and ~s lagging
way behind. Their latest response has been to open up their source code and hope that the Intemet developer community
would help, but this still seent~ quite far hem actually dehvering a product. The fact that they want to stick to 100% open
standards does not help them much. the standard specffmat~ons by no means defines everyttnng there is to know about the
APIs and a great deal is left to the de facto standard created by the wide adoption of our maplementation
tt is certainly not my intention to give away the Windows value as standerd~. Standard~zing some pieces of the IE apt (l:ke
the DOM or VML) or embracing some of the extstmg standards like HTML 4 ~ad CSS has helped us tremendously w~th
ISVgICPs and in the press and ultimately contributes to a wider adoption, hopefully encouraging tSPs to create more content
mad apphcat~ons ~l~ecifieally targetted at IE, eventually con*sibutmg to making the W~ndo\~s platform more appealing to
users. This trend is still timid, but hacreasing on the public Web and catching on more rapidely on the intranets.
Relation to VSForms
I am not completely sure what you mean by VSForms below. Them sever~ different flavors of it that t know of: one i~
WCF.UI which is a well organized Java and now COM+ wrapper on top of USER/GDI; another one is the COM+ Trident
wrapper that JohnShew and ~s te~m have started developing. This later one is exposing Trident functionality m a somewhat
different way than DI--ITML, more friendly to VB developers, but enough &fferent to be mcomputlble with extsting Web
content, even with HTML 3 2 content as soon as it include scripts The premise was to make a server version of fiats model
that would project itself on dumb clients using HTM_L 3.2. Lately however, I underst~md from JohnShew that VSForms is
moving away from that 1den and refocusing on wrapping the XSP model.
I am going to guess that by "integrating with VSForms" you mean bringing more of the Windows power rote the Presentation
Platform, for example by making it easier to use GDI directly from within Trident, to emlc~d USER controls, to access
underlying Windows APls or at least ftmetionality. I completely agree. Moving our API to COM+ should help, providing that
other groups do the same and deliver other system services using it. The mere fact that the COM+ component model is more
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~n~ict and specific than COM should entre more consmteney across various domains and make it eas~er for developers to
take advan~ge of the full panel of Windows services from within Trident.
Richnes~
I compfetely agree that people want to deliver as Web applications the same kind of software that they have been buildang for
year as shrink wrapped packages. Our Interact Client platform needs to allow tbr real productwlty appllcataons to be built on
it and take full advantage of the underlying power of Windows lbr that It needs to allow lbr everything that is possible with
USEP, JG-DI and more. We need to expand the set of in-the-box controls and olhe~" UI widgets we offer and have a strong~
robust component model and framework in the core to allow the building of others. We need to make mter-appheatlon
operability possxble We need to allow Web applications to work on local or private data w~th the appropriate meurity checks.
We need to make the creation of rich design surfaces such as Vista, Autoc~l, Photoshop or Excel is not only possible but
easy.
In fact, I believe we need to go beyond what Windows can do today and in some areas we already have. We need to continue
to make it incredibly easier to create rich looking views including rich graphics, complex text layout and other media types
such as sound or video. We need to build alternative types of input such as speech right into the platform. We need to
natavely integrate Accessibility and IME support into every single of our components. We need to make controls smarter so
that they can automatically remember Instory and do things hke auto-eomplergon, automatte retrieval of prewously used
entries in simiIar fields (Intelliforms), etc.
We also need to make it possible to build very dwerse and rich looks and feels, simply by tweaking a few styles properties,
much beyond what nahve Windows could do without having to completely rewrite a UI framework. The t~me of common
look between applications is gone. The Web killed it It is interesting to see that most shrink wrapped consluner applications
go a long way to achieve specific looks even in the simplest pieces ofUI so~ as check or imptat boxes. Most try to mimic the
"web look and fed" with lots of text° hyperlinks, graphical background, mouse over effects, etc. We need to make this trivial
to achieve for all Windows applicataons.
Integration into Windows
I eorapletely agree that the evolurgons of the Trident presentalaon platform should be more ~d more integrated into Windows
over time. For example, every piece of the Windows UI should ultimately be butt upon it. The Neptune project ts essentially
attempting that. There is a question of how much of it we want to dehver on downlevel Windows platforms though. Even
though this is mostly a business decision° it does impact how much we can depend on specific inovatlons of Windows 2000
for ex~rnple.
Running on the server
This has been the subject of much debate lately. There are a couple of major problems in my mind Beyond the pure
bandwidth problem which makes ~t difficuk to build a responsive enough 15I over any wire other than a fast corporate net, a
3.2 browser does not easily allow tocal refreshes of the UI. Usually, the only thing avmlable is page navigataon which ~s a
heavy and slow operation. This makes it difficult to build a UI that feels anything d~fferent than the current HTML 3 2 Web,
in which ease of course, there ts no need tbr a server presentation component beyond UI building logic which can be
achieved easily by ASP or XSP/XSL.
The other problem is ~at the Ut organization of an application written for HTML 3.2 is likely to be very different than if it is
written for a richer platform that includes menus, toolbars and other complex controls, local updates, advanced gestures like
drag & drop, selection, design surfaces, etc. Hence, it is usually ~mpossible to re-use much presentatlOlt code between the
two, making the "server Trident" less attractive since little code c~ be shared between the client and server versions of the
same applicatioa. Pieces that can he re-used are likely to be non-UI business logic or data retrieval / management logic.
As a result, it may make more sense to consider the presentation platform to be client only and lbcus on XSP and XSL
(basically the business logic and the transformations that produce the UI) to be the part that has ~ chance to cosily migrate
from the client to the server depending on the smart level - or processing power - of the client device.
We actually have already spent quite a bit of time and effort investigating a version of Trident nmning on the server The
hopes we were entertaining were that there might be a right level of components that could be assembled into pages that
would indifferently run on the server or the client. The implementargon of each component for the server and the client would
be different but the pages using them could be the same. We have not pursued th~s idea and the associated prototype far
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enough to really know yet whether this is valid or not. We could do so in the future, but this ~s a hard problem and it would
require quite a bit of brain power. In the very resource contrained world in which my team operates, I am not completely sure
this is the best use of my guys~ especially when they. could be working instead on adding value to the client platform along
the hnes I describe above.
The VSForms folks have investigated similar concepts with server and client VSForms 1 am not sure whether they have a
working prototype at this point that demonstrates this actually working in an acceptable manner. We could have th~n spend
reso~ces on this subject but again, gtven the problem that I exposed above, I am not sure this is actuall_~ a very. usel~al
exercise, vs for example developing great tools for XSP, XSL and the future CaM+ based DHTML platform that I desolb¢
above However, If you feel that it is, I am certainly willing to go take resources on my team and research opportum~es
further in that area, hopefully with a lot of help from the Tools and the Developer Parade people
I hope thal all of this addresses a part of the frustration that you have been experiencing with the Presentation Platform and
that it clarifies the directions that I see us taking with Trident and how we can contribute the the Developer Parade and
Universal Runttme effort lead by J Allard. Again, I would like to get some time with you ~o get through dh’ectly and in more
details. I that ,s ok by you, I will try to have this scheduled for some time this cormng month.
Thanks
Chn~an

--- Originat Message --From: Christian FortlnJ
To: Bill Gates
Cc: John Shewchuk (Exchange) ; Michael Toutonghi ; Eric Rudder ; Paul Gross (Exchange) ; David
Vaskevitch ; Paul Madtz ; Anders Hejlsberg (Exchange) ; David Cole ; Chris Jones ; Jim Allchin (Exchange) ;
Yuvat Neeman (Exchange) ; Victor 3tone (Exchange) ; David Stutz ; Oshoma Momoh
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 1999 9:34 PM
,Subject: Re: Our presentalion strategy
Sorry I have not responded to this faster, I was away for a couple days and jast got back into town tonight I will send a full
reply tomorrow morning.
Christian

---- Original Message -From: Bill Gates
To: Christian FortJni
Cc: John Shewchuk (Exchange) ; Michael Toutonghi ; Edc Rudder ; Paul Gross (Exchange) ; David
Vaskevitch ; Paul Mar~tz ; A~ders Hejlsberg ~xchanqe) ; DJ~v_id=G9~ ; ~ ; Jim AIIchin (Exchange) ;
Yuval Neeman (Exchange) ; Victor Stone (Exchange) ; David Stutz
Sent: Friday, February 26, 1999 11:54 AM
Subject: Our presentation strategy
I have been frustrated with our presentatk)n strategy since it has been confusing, devaluing, and fragmented.
This is a critical area for us.
We must provide the presentation API of choice in a way that is not commoditized.
One approach is to focus on making Windows Terminal Server more popular - however at this stage this can
oniy be a piece of our strategy not the only one.
The Windows APIs are still better than HTML even with IE 5 but we keep mal~ng HTML better to our own
detriment. We standardize great presentation API and devalue Windows more and more.
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There is a subtle and powerful way to lix this. It requires us taking the Trident technology and integrating with
VS forms but with some new abilities.
1) The ability to run on the server and send a downlevel Ul to a HTML 3,2 client. This ~s hard but important,
Active controls would require us to have a Windows Terminal server element in the browser so we coutdn’t do
all things for atl clients. It doesn’t have to work for all apps. Apps may have to provide hints to help with the
downlevel. It has to be doable for new applications though.
2) Being rich so that things people have done with GDIfUser can be done
3) Being something we don’t give away as a standard. A subset but not the advanced capabilities.
4) Being available on Windows clients as a layer at first but deeply integrated over time
5) Being as evolutionary from Windows as possible and hosting some of the key forms packages.
I would ~ove to hear a strategy that doesn’t just kill off our presentation asset and force people to write server
only applications that ignore the needs for knowledge workers to have a very rich Ui. Knowledge workers don~
just want to run applications - they want to combine data between them and analyze data from them. This
requ=res rich Ut and we should lead in this. As it is our UI asset is draining away.
When I talked about "super-trident" yesterday it was the idea of something that did these things explained
above.
.... O~ginal Message .....
From: Christian Fortim
Sent: Thursday, February. 25, 19997:06PM
To: Bill Gates
Subject: ’ Supe~ Trident" ?
I heard that, during a presentation from JohnShew to you this afternoon on the new Windows App Model,
you e×pressed interest into something you called "Super Tridenl", which from what I understand would
amount to a "virtual Trident" running on the server a~d projecting itself onto a HTML 3 2 client.
For some reason, I was not invited to this meeting, but this is something that we have talked about quite a
bit in previous conversaUon with the Tools, XSP and Neptune Shell group. I would be interested in
your thoughts on this subject.
Ihanks
Christian
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